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Abstract: Proficiency testing has long played a prominent and
multifaceted role for the discipline of latent print comparison.
Practitioners rely on proficiency testing results when making claims
about the overall reliability of the field, as well as when making
individual assertions of competency. In fact, in the case of unaccredited laboratories employing uncertified examiners, such testing may
ultimately amount to the only objective evidence of competence that
judges can consider. Additionally, proficiency testing plays a critical
role in laboratory quality assurance programs, where results theoretically can be used to identify gaps in knowledge and training, as
well as to supply roadmaps for improvement. But despite these vital
functions, there is surprisingly little critical research or analysis by
those within the discipline as to whether the current proficiency testing regime is effective and fit for purpose. And what little analysis
does exist, mostly from sources external to the latent print comparison
community, raises questions about the sufficiency of current tests. In
order to more thoroughly investigate the rigor of current latent print
proficiency testing, the authors (three assistant public defenders) participated in the Collaborative Testing Services Test No. 18-5161 and
completed the test without committing any false positive errors. What
follows is a discussion of that participation and its implications. The
authors’ hope is that the results spark concern about, and reforms to,
the current proficiency testing practices in the United States.
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Introduction
Discussion about the reliability of latent print evidence (both
in general as a discipline and specifically in individual cases)
has often involved reference to proficiency testing. With regard
to the discipline as a whole, leaders from within the field have
used practitioners’ near-universal passage of yearly proficiency
tests as evidence to assert that the underlying science of latent
print comparison is reliable and accurate enough for use in
identifying the one true source of a latent print to the exclusion
of all other possible sources [1]. Others reference “impressively
high” passage rates to support claims about the overall accuracy
of examiners engaged in casework [2]. Separate from disciplinewide reliability claims, laboratories rely on proficiency testing
as a critical component of quality assurance programs. In theory,
proficiency testing results are supposed to provide laboratories
with a metric by which they can identify gaps in the knowledge
and skill of individual examiners, thereby providing a roadmap
for retraining examiners to full competency [3–6].
Perhaps most importantly, at least from the perspective of
the legal system, prof iciency testing also serves as one (and
perhaps the most readily available) means by which judges can
fulfill their duty to determine whether a given examiner has
sufficiently demonstrated the skill and expertise necessary to
reliably (or at least competently) discern the probable source
of a pertinent latent print [7, 8]. Generally, judges will permit
witnesses to venture beyond merely reporting observations and
into the territory of interpreting and opining on the significance
of particular facts only when a witness’ “specialized knowledge”
or skills exceed those of everyday people, allowing them, at
least in theory, to accurately formulate opinions that would be
beyond the capacities of jurors and thereby “assist the trier of
fact” [8–11]. And U.S. courts have long considered the comparison of latent prints an arena in which the assistance of such
expert witnesses is not simply useful, but necessary [9, 12, 13], a
position recently vindicated by research confirming that fingerprint examiners (at least legitimately competent and experienced
ones) do outperform novices and laypeople when comparing the
same latent print and known samples [14, 15]. But given the
subjectivity presently inherent in the practice of latent print
comparison and the heterogeneous performance of examiners
during er ror rate studies, judges cannot simply defer to the
overall reliability of the discipline when evaluating individual
latent print examiners; they remain in need of effective metrics
to appropriately separate the wheat from the chaff [16].
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Of concern, however, is the fact that judges engaged in this
inquiry have few tools available to help them gauge the competency of latent print examiners. For instance, although the
Scientific Working Group on Friction Ridge Analysis, Study, and
Technology (SWGFAST), among others, have developed general
rubrics for appropriately training latent print examiners [5, 17],
they have never concurrently provided a standardized form of
competency testing to measure whether examiners have digested
such instruction [18], much less a means, vital when evaluating expertise, of measuring whether demonstrated knowledge
of various training objectives would actually predict superior
performance during casework [19]. And although many from
within the forensic science community promote certification
(and its attendant testing regime) as one way to satisfy such
inquiries [5, 20, 21], the relative dearth of certified latent print
examiners [22] means that courts will too often be left with no
other option than to look to proficiency testing results when
seeking an empirical measure of a proffered expert’s performance and abilities.
Yet despite the centrality of proficiency testing to quality
assurance and examiner competence, those within the discipline of latent print comparison have engaged in ver y little
critical analysis of cur rent testing practices. SWGFAST has
said almost nothing about what standards ought to apply to the
content or validation of such exams, making only a few passing
comments about appropriate levels of difficulty–for example that
“[t]ests should include impressions from different sources that
bear resemblances in first and second-level detail”–as well as
opining that “[v]alidation is accomplished through predistribution testing of three or more examiners” [3]. And remarkably
little (if any) published analysis exists that engages in after-thefact debriefing of past exams [23, 24]. In fact, the authors could
locate only one study designed to answer even the basic question
of whether existing proficiency tests so much as discriminate
between novices and trained latent print examiners (and thereby
serve as appropriate proof of minimal expertise during judicial
evaluations of witness qualif ications) [25]. Moreover, what
commentary can be found (and it largely originates from outside
the discipline or outside the United States) has been highly
critical of commonly encountered proficiency tests, lambasting
them for involving less challenging samples than those routinely
encountered during casework, failing to adequately balance
target prints with similar distractors, and producing virtually
no errors [4, 7, 14, 26–30]. If it is therefore true that, “it is not
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clear what these tests say about the proficiency of fingerprint
examiners, if they say anything at all” [31], then both latent print
examiners and the courts will remain in a shadow of doubt about
whether their safeguards for quality are actually buttressed by
such tests. Accordingly, in an attempt to shed some light on the
sufficiency of the current proficiency testing regime for latent
print comparisons in the United States, however modest, and
taking seriously the notion that “[u]nderstanding the performance of trained analysts usually requires an understanding
of how an untrained individual will perform” [15], the authors
decided to use themselves as a control group of sorts and see
firsthand whether, despite being attorneys and not latent print
examiners, they too could pass a proficiency test. What follows
is a summary of the authors’ participation in such a test, along
with discussion of the authors’ observations of the samples the
test presented and the inferences warranted by their results.
CTS Latent Print Examination Test No. 18-5161/2/51
The authors are three assistant public defenders who lack
the requisite background and training endorsed by discipline
guidelines for latent print examiners who are minimally trained
to competency. Discipline guidelines describe the recommended
minimum training for latent print examiners as including:
(1) a bachelor’s degree with some “science-related coursework”,
(2) “thorough instruction” including “mentor sessions, research
and papers, presentations, moot courts”, (3) successful completion of “w r it ten tests and practical exercises”, and (4) an
apprenticeship for a period of one to two years [17].
The authors’ backgrounds do not, in any meaningfully way,
adhere to these guidelines. Each has a bachelor’s degree in
humanities or social science as opposed to a natural or physical
science, although because the phrase “science-related coursework” is vague, each arguably met this requirement. As for
thorough instruction, none of the authors attended mentorship
sessions, and they could not be sure whether they satisfied the
requirements of “research and papers” and “presentations”
because these terms likewise are vague. None of the authors
passed any written tests or practical exercises. And perhaps most
1

All data regarding the performance of the 353 participants on Latent Print
Examination Test No. 18-5161/2/5 is drawn from the Summary Report
released by CTS regarding the exam and publicly accessible at https://ctsforensics.com/reports/38161_Web.pdf. Images of latent and known prints from
the proficiency test itself have been reproduced and adapted with the permission of Collaborative Testing Services.
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importantly, none of the authors participated in an apprenticeship program of any length, and therefore lack the training most
directly related to participation in proficiency testing–conducting latent print comparisons with the ACE-V method.
Although clearly failing to meet SWGFAST’s minimum
standards, the authors did have some training and experience in
the discipline. Each author had attended conferences focused on
forensic science, which sometimes included discussions of latent
print comparison. Each had also reviewed a substantial quotient
of research regarding forensic latent print comparison, seeking
to identify and familiarize himself with publications in the field
for purposes of preparing for motion litigation and cross-examination (relatedly, the authors had all actually litigated multiple
cases involving latent print evidence that entailed reviewing the
work of examiners, conducting pretrial interviews in order to
understand examiner opinions in cases, and sometimes crossexamining them at trial). And f inally, each author received
approximately four days of training focused specif ically on
latent print comparison. Most of this training involved discussion of theor y and research in the f ield rather than detailed
assessment of actual latent print images. Importantly, none of
this training required the authors to engage in a full application of the ACE-V process–assessing a latent print for value,
identifying reliable comparison features, and searching across
multiple exemplars in an attempt to locate a possible association. Despite this exposure to latent print concepts, the authors
would hope that no one inside or outside of the forensic latent
print community would accept them as competent experts in
the field. In fact, the first time that the authors ever sought to
conduct a complete latent print examination was during their
participation in the Collaborative Testing Services (CTS) Latent
Print Examination Test No. 18-5161/2/5.
The authors selected a CTS test 2 for their experiment because
that company has emerged at the forefront of designing and
disseminating prof iciency tests to forensic practitioners and
labs throughout the United States [11]. Each author paid for and
received a separate test packet, with an individual participation

2

Forensic laboratories have limited choices in the marketplace for fingerprint
proficiency test providers, and even fewer if a laboratory seeks a proficiency
test provider with ISO 17043 accreditation. With most laboratories turning
to CTS for fingerprint proficiency test services, an assessment of CTS proficiency testing should be of paramount concern to the discipline.
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code for the test 3. Each test packet consisted of photographs of
12 latent prints and 4 sets of photographs representing print
exemplars for comparison. Upon receipt of the test packet, each
author completed the test independently. This was done over the
course of approximately one month, with each author working
this task into otherwise busy litigation schedules. This resulted
in the authors conducting their analyses at different times and
places from each other. Finally, each author independently
completed an answer sheet provided by CTS and independently
reported his answers through the CTS on-line portal. To assist
in the examination process, the authors purchased two plastic
hand-held magnifiers.
The authors each reached 11 correct (consensus) results out
of 12 comparisons. Importantly, none of the authors reported
a response that resulted in a false positive error (meaning for
the combined 36 opportunities on the test to identify an incorrect source of the 12 latent prints, the authors never did so).
Each author did, however, reach one nonconsensus response,
answering “not identified” to a latent print whose mated pair
was included among the test’s exemplars. But that comparison
(involving the latent print designated Q11) also stumped the
highest number of participants generally (eliciting a nonconsensus response from 16 of the 353 participants).
Most participants found the CTS test no more challenging
than the authors did. A full 91% of participants (320 of 353)
completed the CTS test without committing any errors. That
percentage rises to 96% when including participants who (like
the authors) made no more than one error (340/353). Moreover,
the test was clearly not designed to generate many false positive
er rors. Overall, the 353 par ticipants provided false positive
responses (matching the latent to the wrong source altogether or
matching it to the wrong finger or palm of the correct source) in
just 19 of 4236 comparisons (or just 0.45% of the time). And the
majority of the false positive responses (12 of the 19) were attributable to 3 outlier participants who reported 3, 4, and 5 false
positive responses, respectively, out of 12 comparisons each.
Excluding these outliers (who one would hope are not practicing
latent print examiners), the remaining 350 participants provided
only 7 false positive responses in 4200 comparisons (or just
0.17% of the time).
3

The authors’ proficiency test results can be accessed under Web Codes
AYRKMK, F7VF9F, and ZHFPEU, at https://cts-forensics.com/reports/38161_
Web.pdf.
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Discussion
Initially, the authors’ results (albeit preliminar y and not
reproduced or repeated across multiple studies or CTS exams)
suggest that the current prof iciency testing regime for latent
pr int examiners does not adequately discr iminate bet ween
experts and novices. It should not, in other words, have been
possible for three attorneys with little training in latent print
comparison to independently complete a prof iciency test had
it been appropriately designed to vet the competence of trained
forensic professionals. And it bears mentioning that researchers
reached similar conclusions after simulating novice performance
on one of CTS’s 2016 latent print proficiency tests, ultimately
explaining that “...discrimination between novices and experts is
not possible at an individual level. That is, if someone received
a perfect score, it is not clear whether they are an expert or a
novice, since both novices and examiners mostly answered 12
questions correctly.” [25]
Moreover, given the paucity of false positive errors across
multiple years of CTS tests [32], the simple fact of the authors’
success on Test No. 18-5161, even standing alone, should raise
t roubling questions about the adequacy of that company’s
testing instr uments for latent print examiners beyond just its
2018 edition. But understanding specifically why and how the
authors (along with the vast majority of other test takers) were
able to avoid committing any false positive errors nonetheless
warrants a deeper look at the samples comprising the test itself
and an analysis of the challenges they failed to pose. And such
closer inspection ultimately reveals one compelling explanation
for the authors’ results: as CTS and its representatives have
already suggested would be the case by noting the commercial
pressure to produce easy tests [7], the samples included in Test
No. 18-5161 were “more artifact than real world” [33], including few, if any, of the aspects of latent print comparison that
challenge examiners and produce errors during casework.
The task of evaluating the difficulty of specific latent print
comparisons is complicated by a lack of objective metrics as
well as a limited understanding of “how the visual characteristics of fingerprint pairs relate to comparison difficulty” [34].
Never theless, latent pr int examiners have identif ied some
characteristics that increase the difficulty of comparison work,
require extensive training to overcome, and can produce errors
when examiners lack such training [16]. For pur poses of this
article, the authors focus on three such challenges involving
latent prints where (1) a large number of Level 2 features are
not available for comparison, (2) what Level 2 features do exist
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are rendered ambiguous and less reliable by quality issues, and
(3) available Level 2 features appear in highly similar configurations compared to two or more potential candidates (close
nonmatches) [5, 35–38]. Participants in Test No. 18-5161 were
forced to confront none of these sources of complexity.
To begin with, Test No. 18-5161 contained no latent prints
with a borderline number of comparison features. Although the
quantity of features in a latent print is not the sole indicator of the
complexity of the examination, it is both the most important one
and the only objective one (the subjective assessment of “quality”
being the other recognized indicator) [36]. And although latent
print examiners in the United States do not officially follow a
point standard–a number of identifiable features below which
an examiner will refuse to offer an association opinion–research
indicates a de facto threshold of about eight features [35]. For the
10 comparisons on the CTS test in which they reached association opinions, the authors identified an abundance of features on
each latent print (Table 1). In fact, the one author who consistently documented the most features for comparison identified
an average of 19 Level 2 features across the 10 comparisons
in which he reached association opinions. And at times, the
number of available features soared well beyond the threshold
generally needed by latent print examiners making associations,
with the authors identifying 30, 23, and 24 features, respectively,
in Latent Print Q10. But even in the sample (Latent Print Q1)
containing the fewest number of Level 2 details, the authors still
identified 14, 12, and 14 features, respectively. In other words,
none of the comparisons comprising Test No. 18-5161 put the
authors (or, one hopes, any other test participants) in the difficult position of trying to decide whether similar constellations
of only seven or eight features represented a true association.
Author 1
# of Features Identified

Author 2
# of Features Identified

Author 3
# of Features Identified

Latent Q1

14

12

14

Latent Q2

14

12

13

Latent Q4

19

13

24

Latent Q5

14

21

22

Latent Q6

15

14

15

Latent Q7

21

18

26

Latent Q8

16

13

18

Latent Q9

13

13

20

Latent Q10

30

23

24

LatentQ12

15

12

17

Table 1
Quantity of identifiable Level 2 features documented by each author.
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The diverse array of factors affecting quality, another recognized indicator of latent print comparison difficulty [16, 36],
complicates any concise discussion of the issue, but it is
nevertheless clear to the authors that Test No. 18-5161 did not
confront participants with serious challenges in that regard.
For example, no latent print examiner would likely view Latent
Print Q10 (Figure 1) as anything other than high quality given
the abundance of distinct Level 2 detail and the readily identif iable presence even of creases across the f inger. But more
than simply containing a few crystal clear latent prints, Test
No. 18-5161 also failed to challenge test takers by including
samples displaying well-recognized issues of clarity that have
been shown to trouble examiners during casework and error
rate studies. One such type of comparison would have involved
latent prints that exhibit tonal reversal. The phenomenon of tonal
reversal sometimes causes latent print examiners to mistake
fur rows for ridges, thereby leading the comparison process
astray [38]. The par ticular challenge with tonally reversed
prints was well documented in the FBI Black Box Study, where
5 prints that were tonally reversed (out of a pool of 744 latent
prints) generated 5 of the 6 false positive results across 4083
comparisons [16]. But, as with the other types of challenging
prints mentioned above, Test No. 18-5161 did not present this
challenge for participants. Taken together with the quantity of
features in the latent samples from Test No. 18-5161, the lack of
quality issues (including tonal reversal) means that exam participants were asked to work only with prints that SWGFAST would
define as “non-complex” [36]. Participants were not, in other
words, asked to perform the types of comparisons that, during
casework, might actually spark disagreement, provoke error, or
justify additional safeguards (i.e., enhanced documentation or
verification) [36].
Finally, separate from latent prints with few or ambiguous
comparison features, the discipline has recognized that cases
involving close nonmatches likewise represent a signif icant
challenge to examiners [5, 37]. A close nonmatch is an exemplar
print that is not the true source of the latent print, but that nonetheless shares a significant amount of comparison features in a
constellation similar to the latent print. Because of this similarity, comparisons involving close nonmatches can be difficult
and can fool examiners into false positive errors. In fact, it was
the existence of a close nonmatch print in the Madrid bombing
case that fooled multiple experienced latent print examiners into
misidentifying Brandon Mayfield as the source and generated
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the most infamous false positive in the discipline [37]. Past CTS
proficiency tests have included such challenges–for example its
1995 test relied on prints from monozygotic twins to vet examiners’ ability to avoid false positives when faced with highly
similar distractor prints [5, 23]. But on Test No. 18-5161, the
authors did not encounter any comparisons that involved close
nonmatches. The fact that the untrained authors did not commit a
single false positive error in 36 combined comparisons supports
the conclusion that none of the incorrect distractor choices were
similar enough to the true source to cause confusion. Although
only CTS can describe the steps it took to replicate the close
nonmatch scenario from casework, the authors did not encounter
distractor prints that shared a significant number of comparison
features (8 or more) with any of the 11 latent prints for which the
true source was present. Rather, the closest distractor was often
very easy to distinguish and did not represent a close nonmatch.
Using Latent Print Q10 from Figure 1 as an example, none
of the distractors should have fooled any participants, and none
can be considered a true close nonmatch (Figure 2). All but two
of the participants correctly identified Item D, Right Index as
the source of Q10 (one participant incorrectly reported that the
source of Q10 was not present in the four exemplars provided).
Although 1 of the 353 participants erroneously selected the right
index finger from Item A as the source of Q10, it is hard to see
how this could have happened. These prints look nothing like
each other and do not even share similar Level 1 appearance.
Aside from this aberrant result, the closest distractor for Q10
was the left little finger from Item B. But even acknowledging the similar Level I appearances, the differences between
comparison features in Q10 and the little finger from Item B are
many and obvious. Although there is some subjectivity in determining whether a latent print is similar enough to the true source
to be considered a “close nonmatch”, this distractor should not
have and ultimately did not fool any of the 353 participants.
Ultimately, the burden, scientifically speaking, falls on the
designer of proficiency tests, as well as the proponents of any
par ticular inference drawn from such instr uments (i.e., any
examiner or attorney who would deploy passing marks from
CTS testing as proof of competency or robust quality assurance),
to demonstrate the validity of said exams [39]. But the authors’
performance on Test No. 18-5161–especially when coupled with
the historically small number of false positive errors on other
CTS exams and the fact that its 2018 test failed to offer the types
of challenging examinations encountered in casework– casts
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Figure 1
Latent image for Q10.

Item A, right index.

Figure 2
True source of Q10 latent.

Item B, left little.
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doubt on whether any such inferences are actually warranted.
With regard to quality assurance, labs that employ CTS testing
as an important component of their QA programs are operating
under a system that sets that bar too low and that is not sensitive
enough to identify real breaking points in casework. These labs
should not claim to have robust QA systems that can identify
and remediate gaps in training [3–6]. And with regard to competency, judges and attorneys in the criminal justice system must
realize that latent print examiners (especially uncertified ones)
who assert competency in large part based on successful CTS
testing are doing so based on completion of simplistic comparison tasks that say little to nothing about how examiners might
perform under more challenging casework conditions [4]. It
therefore appears that CTS tests (at minimum Test No. 18-5161)
offer little value to forensic laboratories or the consumers of
their work.
Conclusions
When evaluating purported expertise, social scientists–who,
much like the law, emphasize the notion that experts should be
capable of superior performance on domain tasks (i.e., above and
beyond that of laypeople and novices when confronted with highly
similar but ultimately distinct cases), strongly suggest relying
on empirical measures and testing as opposed to credentials and
experience, because the latter categories are at best “uncertain
predictor[s] of degree of expertise” [19, 40–42]. And commentators (as well as, at times, the courts) have begun to come around
to this view and accordingly emphasize review of proficiency
testing results [11, 43, 44]. In fact, far from rejecting empirical
measures of competence, even the forensic science community
has widely embraced such approaches (including proficiency
testing), considering them “hierarchically greater” in value than
the other potential metrics just mentioned [3, 5, 20, 45–47]. But
the authors’ results should spark concern that the proficiency
tests administered by CTS, and so widely relied on by the latent
print comparison community, are not equal to the vital tasks
carved out for them and do not warrant the type of esteem surely
bestowed on them by judges and juries when they hear merely
that examiners have taken and passed such exams every year.
It is therefore well past time for the latent print comparison
community to turn greater attention and resources to the task of
demanding and validating a rigorous proficiency testing regime.
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Other forensic communities have already taken vital steps
in that vein. For instance, the forensic DNA community participated in the NIST Mix2013 study, which contained challenging
mixt ure inter pretations. Large percentages of par ticipants
provided erroneous responses to these mixture interpretations,
which in turn prompted robust discussions in the community
about subjectivity and the tr ue outer limits of reliable DNA
comparisons [48]. European firearms examiners have similarly
produced a vigorous and robust proficiency testing alternative
that has highlighted gaps in examiner understanding of subclass
characteristics and enabled retraining of examiners to prevent
casework errors [49]. In fact, the latent print community can
simply look inward to older CTS tests from the 1990s. The
CTS latent print test administered in 1995, for example, was
designed to replicate challenging casework; it included latent
prints made in blood, prints exhibiting tonal reversal, and close
nonmatch distractors obtained from the twin brother of the true
source of the latent print [5, 23]. The results were nothing like
the universal passage on the 2018 version, with only 44% of
the 156 participants providing correct responses to the seven
examinations presented. For one challenging comparison involving a close nonmatch twin distractor, 29 of the 156 participants
(18%) erred. Importantly, these results spurred on discussion
and action in the latent print community, including movements
to develop national guidelines for training and quality assurance [23].
Even beyond these practical examples, the latent pr int
comparison community can look to the field of psychometrics for
decades worth of literature specifically grappling with the vital
question of how to evaluate instruments that themselves purport
to assess competent performance on particular tasks [39]. In
contrast to the fairly limited inquiry into validity proposed by
SWGFAST, that literature suggests a multifaceted, rigorous, and
ongoing approach to evaluating the inferences drawn from any
particular test [39, 50, 51]. Whereas other scientific fields have
relied heavily on psychometric insights when developing their
own competency exams [52] and the NIST Working Group on
Human Factors years ago suggested that latent print examiners
follow suit [5], CTS has seemingly never done so [26]. It is time
for such insularity to change.
Should the latent print community decide to undertake a
meaningful review of current proficiency testing practices, they
would be following in the footsteps of other scientific communities who undertook this important process. For example, the
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clinical testing laboratory community, engaged in mandatory
proficiency testing since 1988, undertook a significant review
and reform process in 2008 [53]. The clinical community sought
answers to important questions about their proficiency testing
system, such as: (1) what are the attributes of a good prof iciency test program, (2) what is the evidence that the current
approach is effective, (3) are existing tests rigorous enough,
(4) are tests calibrated to identify subpar laboratory practices
and identify needed reforms, and (5) do test results provide a
basis for the effective education of practitioners? This inquiry
required a substantial commitment to scientific advancement
and resulted in 21 detailed recommendations for improving thenexisting proficiency test practices. Until the forensic latent print
community can supply meaningful answers to similar questions
about CTS proficiency testing, participation in these tests should
be considered little more than window dressing.
For further information, please contact:
Brendan Max
Forensic Science Division
Cook County Public Defender Office
69 West Washington, Floor 17
Chicago, IL 60602
brendan.max@cookcountyil.gov
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